BATTERY INSERTION:
1. Push in both Finger grips and lift off Battery Cover.
2. Insert two "C" batteries (negative end first) as shown. Replace Battery Cover. We recommend Duracell batteries or other quality alkaline batteries.

OPERATION:
1. SWEEPING
   A. To position the Broom for sweeping, look under hands & insert Broom handle up through the Center Hole. Make sure that the Knob on the Broom fits up and into the Slots on either side of the Center Hole. You should not be able to turn the Broom when it is in the proper position for sweeping.
   B. Move the switch on Dustbot's head to the "ON" position. Dustbot will start sweeping with energetic flashing eyes. He’ll turn automatically when he bumps into an obstacle or if he senses the edge of a table or desk.

   NOTE: If Dustbot runs near parallel to an edge, he will not sense it and he may fall off. Dustbot runs best on smooth surfaces. Do not run on carpets. If Dustbot does not operate properly, make sure that batteries are touching Battery Contacts.

2. VACUUMING
   A. Place Broom in sweeping position or have Dustbot hold Broom and Dustpan as shown above. Position Dustbot in a straight line with what you want to vacuum. (Try a few bits of paper for a test run.)
   B. Move switch to the "ON" position to begin vacuuming.

   NOTE: Dustbot is designed for dry vacuuming only. Do not try to vacuum liquids. Avoid vacuuming hair, string, etc., as it may jam mechanism.

MAINTENANCE:
1. Empty Dustbot regularly for best performance. To empty the Dust Collector, move compartment door on bottom in direction marked "OPEN" on the door and lift open.
2. Turn Dustbot right side up and shake out dust particles. Use Dustbot’s broom to brush any remaining particles out.

   If you have any questions, call our toll free number for assistance:
   (800) 421-5597 For Calls Made Outside California
   (800) 421-8496 For Calls Made Within California
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